Electron attachment to trinitrotoluene (TNT) embedded in He droplets: complete freezing of dissociation intermediates in an extended range of electron energies.
Electron attachment to the explosive trinitrotoluene (TNT) embedded in Helium droplets (TNT@He) generates the non-decomposed complexes (TNT)(n)(-), but no fragment ions in the entire energy range 0-12 eV. This strongly contrasts the behavior of single TNT molecules in the gas phase at ambient temperatures, where electron capture leads to a variety of different fragmentation products via different dissociative electron attachment (DEA) reactions. Single TNT molecules decompose by attachment of an electron at virtually no extra energy reflecting the explosive nature of the compound. The complete freezing of dissociation intermediates in TNT embedded in the droplet is explained by the particular mechanisms of DEA in nitrobenzenes, which is characterized by complex rearrangement processes in the transient negative ion (TNI) prior to decomposition. These mechanisms provide the condition for effective energy withdrawal from the TNI into the dissipative environment thereby completely suppressing its decomposition.